
Installation:
Installation is very simple, the total time it takes to install this module is about 20 minutes. 

ENgINE OVERVIEW DIagRaM: The engine overview diagram below shows the 2.0L TDI Volkswagen engine 
and where on the engine the Fuel Rail Pressure Sensor is located. Move to the next page where the installation 
instructions begin. 

Engine Overview 2.0 L ‘09

Warning: Do not attempt to perform 
installation of any type on the ve-
hicle while the engine is running.

Fuel Rail Pressure Sensor
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1.Make sure vehicle’s engine is off.

2.Remove the vehicle engine cover to gain 
access to the Fuel Rail Pressure sensor. To 
remove the engine cover gently but firmly 
pull upward on the front of the engine cover. 
The engine cover will remove very easily so if 
it seams difficult try pulling it upward from a 
different location to avoid breaking the grom-
mets that hold the engine cover in place.

3. Once the engine cover is removed locate the fuel rail pressure sensor plug, the sensor plug 
is on the passenger side of the engine and is connected to the end of the common fuel rail.

4. Disconnect the pressure sensor plug from the common rail. The release mechanism for 
the plug is located on the bottom side of the plug; a tool may be neccessary to gain enough 
leverage to disconnect the plug. To understand how the release mechanism works look at 
the module female plug, it is identical to the pressure sensor plug.

Common fuel Rail
Pressure sensor plug
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5. Connect the female module plug to the rail pressure sensor male end (the end that is 
fixed to the common rail). Make sure that the locking mechanism is fully secured, the lock-
ing mechanism will make a snapping sound when the plugs are completely connected.

6. Connect the remaining two plugs together: the module male plug and the stock female 
pressure sensor plug. This will complete the installation of the plug set. Tuck these two con-
nected plugs next to the fuel rail pressure sensor plug at the end of the fuel rail.  

Installation



Installation

7. With the plug set connection complete move the module away from moving parts and 
start the engine, the engine should run just as it normally would. If the engine does not 
start check the plug connections to make certain they are secure. If the plug connections are 
secure and the engine does not start or it runs rough the module will need to be updated 
online through the Update Agent. 

8.Secure the module and the wiring harness as far away from heat and moving parts as 
possible using the velcro and zip ties that are included in the package.

9. With the module secured, run the flip switch to a location that is convenient for switching. 
The switch can be secured in the engine bay or the switch can be run into the interior of the 
vehicle through the fire wall. For instructions on using the switch see the next page.



Operating the Power Switch:
Changing power levels on the fly is as easy 
as flipping the power switch, the important 
thing to remember is which position is 
which power level. Notice that on one end 
of the power switch is a notch on a washer 
that points away from the top of the switch. 
If the the toggle switch is nearest to that 
notch then the current power setting is set 
to the low setting, the middle setting is 
stock and the opposite setting is the highest 
power setting. See the descriptions below 
for a reference to how each power setting is 
affecting the engine.

POWER sETTINgs:

hIgh: The high power setting represents a 
15% gain in power, the power will be most 
notible during turbo spool up and on the 
top end.

sTOCk: This setting will not change anything 
about the way the car drives, this setting is 
usable for situations when another person is 
driving the vehcile other than the owner of 
the vehicle.

lOW: The low power setting represents a 
10% gain in power.

Power Switch

NOTCH



UPDaTE agENT
IMPORTANT: The information on this page is applicable to all electronic products made by Bully Dog.

If new udpates come available for the Rapid Power Module, those updates will only be available 
through the Update Agent. The Update Agent is an internet update program designed by Bully Dog 
Technologies to update Bully Dog products. The Update Agent is free of charge and all updates avail-
able through the Update Agent are free of charge as well. 

How to Get the update Agent:

• Update Agent CD: included in your Rapid Power package 
is the Update Agent CD. This CD contains the Update Agent 
and all other necessary components to make the Update 
Agent work on your PC.

 

update Agent
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